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ABSTRACT  Programmed cell death is a well established key process required for proper devel-

opment of the nervous system. The regulatory and executor mechanisms controlling survival/

death of projection neurons, as well as of other types of differentiated neurons and glial cells, have

been studied intensely during neural development. Much less attention has been paid to earlier

cell death events affecting neuroepithelial cells and recently born neurons and glial cells. We

review here the reports on cell death during vertebrate retina development, our model system for

many years, which has provided clear evidence of the importance of early neural cell death. We

tentatively categorize the available observations in three death phases, namely morphogenetic

cell death, early neural cell death and neurotrophic cell death. The magnitude and the precise

regulation of the early phases of cell death are fully comparable to the much better characterized

neurotrophic cell death. Therefore, early neural cell death deserves a profound dedicated study;

this will help to obtain an integrated understanding of the development of the retina and other

parts of the vertebrate nervous system.
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The nervous system contains an amazingly complex array of cell
types and stereotypic connections that form the basis of its sophis-
ticated functionality. The studies of Santiago Ramón y Cajal
revealed many aspects of the intricate neuronal layout of the
nervous system in detailed microscopic preparations and beautiful
drawings (Fig. 1). However, one century later neuroscientists still
fail to fully understand just how such diversity and complexity is
achieved.

Most of the nervous system arises from apparently undifferen-
tiated neuroepithelial cells that are in a state of proliferation. These
neuroepithelial cells undergo a developmental process that takes
them through the sequentially stages of neural stem cells, neural
progenitors, neuroblasts or glioblasts, until they finally become
differentiated neurons or glial cells. Thus, proliferation and differ-
entiation, as well as cell migration, axonal and dendritic growth and
navigation, have been clearly recognized as fundamental pro-
cesses in generating neural complexity and, consequently, these
processes have been studied intensely during neural develop-
ment. As elaborated in the neurotrophic theory, another particu-
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larly relevant process in refining neural morphology and physiology
is that of programmed cell death (PCD), which affects projecting
neurons as well as other types of differentiated neurons and glia
(Kuan et al., 2000; Roth and D’Sa, 2001; Davies, 2003; Buss et al.,
2006).

However, this is neither the only nor the earliest cell death that
occurs in the developing nervous system. Neural stem cells,
proliferating progenitors, and recently born neurons and glia are all
also affected by cell death (de la Rosa and de Pablo, 2000; Yeo and
Gautier, 2004; Boya and de la Rosa, 2005). Although this early
phase of neural cell death is increasingly being studied, the cell
populations affected, the regulatory mechanisms involved, its
magnitude and the functional implications of this process are still
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far from being appropriately characterized. This limited under-
standing of early neural cell death may be impeding an integrated
understanding of neural development.

The vertebrate neuroretina is one of the classic model systems
used in developmental neurobiology (Cepko et al., 1996; Harris,
1997; Marquardt and Gruss, 2002; Adler, 2005). The retina is an
accessible part of the central nervous system since it is located
outside of the brain and it can be subjected to a variety of
experimental approaches, including in vivo manipulation using
classic experimental embryological techniques, particularly in non-
mammalian vertebrates. Several reviews have addressed early
neural cell death as a global process in the developing nervous
system, including those referred to above. Here we will focus on the
retina, our model system for many years, which has provided clear
evidence of the importance of early neural cell death.

Retinal development is affected by several phases of
cell death

Retinal development commences with the induction of the
retinal anlage in the neural plate/neural tube, the morphogenesis
of the optic vesicle and optic cup, and it proceeds with the
proliferation of the neuroepithelial cells, the generation of differen-
tiated neurons and glia, the migration to their proper retinal layer,
axon and dendrite growth and navigation, synaptogenesis and
functional refinement (Cepko et al., 1996; Chow and Lang, 2001;
Levine and Green, 2004; Harada et al., 2007; Lamb et al., 2007).
PCD occurs simultaneously to these processes and it can be
considered a genuine developmental process. Numerous events
of cell death have been independently characterized in several
vertebrate species (Tables 1-6, and reviewed in Cellerino et al.,
2000; Vecino et al., 2004; Farah, 2006; Guerin et al., 2006),
although such studies have more commonly focused on later
periods of retinal development. However, by simply considering
their timing, many of these studies highlight that most if not all of the
aforementioned developmental processes in the retina are af-

fected by PCD, a fact not well recognized in the literature. Here, we
review the observations made on PCD in the vertebrate retina,
which we have tentatively organized according to the developmen-
tal phases in which they occur, denominated: morphogenic cell
death (programmed cell death related with optic vesicle evagina-
tion, optic cup invagination and closure of the optic fissure); early
neural cell death (programmed cell death affecting proliferating
neuroepithelial cells and recently born neurons and glia); and
neurotrophic cell death (programmed cell death affecting differen-
tiated neurons mostly due to lack of neurotrophic support or
inappropriate synaptogenesis).

Before addressing these issues, we should first recall several
facts that hinder precise comparison and temporal compartmental-
ization of cell death during retinal development. The development
of the retina occurs along prominent spatio-temporal gradients

Common name Scientific name 
Zebrafish Danio rerio 
Medaka Oryzias latipes 
African cichlid fish Haplochromis burtoni  
Brown trout Salmo trutta 
Grass frog Rana temporaria 
Clawed frog Xenopus laevis 
Turtle Mauremys leprosa 
Chick Gallus domesticus 
Quail Coturnix coturnix 
Wallaby Setonix brachyurus 
Cat Felix catus 
Ferret Mustela putorius furo  
Rabbit Oryctolagus cuniculus 
Mouse Mus musculus 
Rat Rattus norvergicus 
Hamster Mesocricetus auratus 
Guinea pig Cavia porcellus 
Rhesus monkey Macaca mulatta 
Human Homo sapiens 

TABLE 1

VERTEBRATE SPECIES REFERRED TO IN THIS REVIEW

Common and scientific names are referred to for identification.

Species Developmental stage 
range & (peak) 

Process, distribution & magnitude  References 

Zebrafish Hpf 12-18 (Hpf 16) Invagination of the optic vesicle. 20 apoptotic cells per retina. 0.9% of neuroepithelial cells dying at 
Hpf 16. 

Li et al., 2000 
Cole and Ross, 2001 

Medaka Stg 20-26  
(Stg 24-26) 

PCD in the neuroepithelium. 
 

Iijima and Yokohama, 2007 

Brown trout 
 

5–8 mm (5 mm) 
 

Morphogenesis of the optic vesicle and cup. Proliferating cells dying in the neuroepithelium. 500 
apoptotic cells/mm2 at 5 mm. Cell death decreases just after the formation of the optic cup.  

Candal et al., 2005 
 

Grass frog Hpf 25-48  Invagination of the optic vesicle. Proliferating cells dying in the central retina. Glücksmann, 1940 
Clawed frog Stg 26-32  Invagination of the optic vesicle and closure of the optic fissure. Hensey and Gautier, 1998 
Chick HH 12-17 (HH15) Formation of the optic cup. PCD in the optic fissure. 1515 pyknotic fragments at HH15. Martín-Partido et al., 1988 

Trousse et al., 2001 Valenciano et al., 2002 
Ferret E20 Cell death in the optic fissure before its closing. Strongin and Guillery, 1981 
Mouse 
 

E10.5-14.5 (E10.5) 
 

PCD in the neuroepithelium. Closure of the optic fissure. 2% of neuroepithelial cells dying in central 
retina at E10.5. 

Strongin and Guillery, 1981 
Laemle et al., 1999 
Van Kefflens et al., 1999 
Ozeki et al., 2000 
Trousse et al., 2001 
Péquignot et al., 2003 
Rodríguez-Gallardo et al. 2005 

Rat E13 Cell death in the optic fissure.  Kuwabara and Weidman, 1974 
Hamster E10 Cell death in the optic fissure before its closing. Strongin and Guillery, 1981 
Human ND Cell death in the optic fissure before its closing. Strongin and Guillery, 1981 

TABLE 2

MORPHOGENIC CELL DEATH IN RETINAL DEVELOPMENT

Developmental age referred to as: E, day of embryonic development; Hpf, hours post-fertilization; HH and Stg, developmental stages (Medaka, Iwamatsu, 1994; Clawed frog, Nieuwkoop and Faber,
1967; Chick, Hamburger and Hamilton, 1951); mm, length of the embryo; ND, not determined. Abbreviations: PCD, programmed cell death.
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implying that cells at different locations of the same retina may be
involved in different developmental processes. Moreover, in lower
vertebrates there is indefinite growth of the retina and hence, its
initial development is significantly accelerated which results in an
overlap of the phases of cell death defined above. In the various
vertebrate groups, differences are evident in the cellular composi-
tion and developmental timing of the retina often making direct
comparisons difficult. Furthermore, in the studies carried out to
date, comparisons of cell death have been hindered by the many
different methods employed: from electron microscopy in tissue
sections to TdT-mediated dUTP nick end labelling (TUNEL) analy-
sis of whole-mount retinas. Similarly, both absolute (total and
cumulative numbers) and relative (cell densities and actual num-
bers) quantification may or may not have been performed. Besides
that, cumulative numbers of dead cells are not directly extrapolable
from actual numbers at a defined time because apoptotic cells are
efficiently removed from the tissue. Thus, we present here a
tentative analysis of the descriptive data available from different
vertebrate groups, as well as the quantitative information where
available, attempting to organize them in relation to the distinct
phases of PCD that occur throughout retinal development.

Morphogenic cell death during eye development

Several studies have focused on PCD during the initial stages
of eye and retinal development, including during eye morphogen-
esis and in the early stages of proliferation within the retinal
neuroepithelium (Table 2 and references herein). At these stages,
the dying cells are selectively associated to the developing optic
fissure (Fig. 2A), probably in correlation with the ongoing morpho-
genesis. It has been suggested that this death is involved in
sculpting the retina and facilitating the exit of optic fibers (Cuadros
and Ríos, 1988, Ozeki et al., 2000, Morcillo et al., 2006). However,
more detailed studies in interference models (i.e. KO mice, in vivo
manipulation in chick, frogs and fishes) will be necessary to more
precisely define the function of this phase of PCD.

At these stages, scattered dying cells can also be found and
they are normally most abundant in the central retina. Some
studies have characterized these dying cells as proliferating/
mitotic cells (Table 2; Glücksmann, 1940; Díaz et al., 1999; Li et al.,
2000; Candal et al., 2005). This observation may just be a conse-
quence of their nature as proliferating neuroepithelial cells, or it
may indicate a functional coupling between proliferation and cell
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Fig. 1 (Left). Schematic representation of the structure of the mam-

malian retina. Artistic grouping of cells and the direction of “current

flow” as depicted by Santiago Ramón y Cajal (1901). (A) Layer of rods
and cones; (B) visual cell body layer; (C) outer plexiform layer; (D) bipolar
cell layer; (E) inner plexiform layer; (F) layer of ganglion cells; (G) optic
nerve fiber layer; (L) central fossa. Reproduced from the original drawing
deposited at the Cajal Institute, CSIC, Madrid, Spain with permission.

Fig. 2 (Right). Spatiotemporal correlation of proliferation, retinal ganglion cell neurogenesis and cell death. (A) Distribution of dying cells in
the HH16-17 chick retina, as visualized by TUNEL staining of a whole-mount retina. The profile of the neuroretina is marked by a dashed line. The
continuous line indicates the approximate plane of the section showed in (B) (reproduced from Valenciano et al., 2002). (B) Distribution of proliferating
cells in the HH16 chick retina, as visualized by BrdU incorporation and immunostaining of a retinal section (reproduced from Mayordomo et al., 2003).
Note that TUNEL-positive nuclei ((A), green) are concentrated in the presumptive optic fissure whereas BrdU-positive nuclei (B, white) appear to be
scattered throughout the whole retina. (C) Distribution of dying cells in the E4 chick retina, as visualized by TUNEL staining of a whole-mount retina.
The continuous line indicates the approximate plane of the sections showed in (D,E) (reproduced from Díaz et al., 1999). (D) Distribution of retinal
ganglion cells in the E4 chick retina, as visualized by Islet 1/2 immunostaining in a retinal section (reproduced from Díaz et al., 2000 ). (E) Distribution
of dying cells in the E4 chick retina, as visualized by TUNEL of a retinal section adjacent to that shown in (D) (reproduced from Díaz et al., 2000). Note
that TUNEL-positive nuclei ((C) green; (E) red) and RGC, Islet 1/2-positive nuclei ((D) green) are located in overlapping areas of the central retina. The
dotted line indicates the outer margin of the retina. Scale bar: 200 μm in (A), 75 μm in (B), (D) and (E), 1 mm in (C). Images reproduced with permission
from (A) Lippincott, Williams & Wilkins, (B,C) European Neuroscience Association and (D,E) The Company of Biologists.
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death, for example as a mechanism to correct DNA replication or
mitotic errors. However, while proliferating cells are evenly dissemi-
nated in the retina at these stages (Fig. 2B), the concentration of cell
death in the central retina is maintained during early retinal develop-
ment and later, it is clearly better correlated with cells leaving the cell
cycle rather than with cycling cells (see below; Fig. 2, C-E; Díaz et al.,
2000). Thus, the abundance of dying cells in the central retina may
better reflect the onset of the next phase of PCD (see below).

While cell death in the initial stages of eye morphogenesis and
retinal development is unequivocally documented (Table 2), quanti-
tative studies of these events are very scarce. Thus, the relative
magnitude of morphogenic cell death can only be extrapolated from
comparative studies that are performed by the same laboratory using
the same method. In the trout (Candal et al., 2005), the density of
apoptotic cells in the selective locations where morphogenic cell
death is taken place is 10-fold higher than that at any other later phase

TABLE 4

EARLY NEURAL DEATH DURING GENERATION OF RETINAL GANGLION CELLS

Species Developmental stage range & (peak) Process, distribution & magnitude  References 

Zebrafish 
 

Hpf 20-48 (Hpf 36) 
 

No proliferating cells dying. 68 apoptotic cells per retina. 0.2% of dying cells in the GCL. Li et al., 2000 
Cole and Ross, 2001 

Medaka Stg 26-28 (Stg 26)  50 apoptotic cells per retinal section. Iijima and Yokohama, 2007 

Brown trout 12-13 mm 50 apoptotic cells/mm2. Candal et al., 2005 

Clawed frog Stg 32-36  PCD in all layers of neuroepithelium. Hensey and Gautier, 1998 

Chick 
 

E2-6 (E3.5-4) 
 

Proliferating cells dying. 12.000 apoptotic cells/mm2. 1680 pyknotic fragments. Martín-Partido et al, 1988 
Frade et al., 1996 
Díaz et al., 2000;  
Mayordomo et al., 2003; Chavarría et al., 2007 

Cat E19-33 (E28) PCD surrounding the optic fissure between E19 to E23. 0.23% of RGCs dying at E28. Willians et al., 1986 

Ferret E25 PCD surrounding the optic fissure after its closing. Strongin and Guillery, 1981 

Mouse E15.5-17.5 (E16.5) 0.5% of cells dying in the NBL.  Péquignot et al., 2003 

Hamster E12 PCD surrounding optic fissure after its closing. Strongin and Guillery, 1981 

Developmental age referred to as: E, day of embryonic development; Hpf, hours postfertilization; mm, length of the embryo; Stg, developmental stages (Medaka, Iwamatsu, 1994; Clawed frog,
Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1967). Abbreviations: GCL, Ganglion Cell Layer; NBL. Neuroblastic Layer; PCD, Programmed Cell Death; RGC: Retinal Ganglion Cell.

TABLE 3

DEVELOPMENTAL TIMING OF RETINAL GANGLION CELLS

Developmental age referred to as: Dpf, days postfertilization; E, day of embryonic development; Hpf, hours postfertilization; mm, length of the embryo; Stg, developmental stages (Medaka, Iwamatsu,
1994; Clawed frog, Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1967); week, gestational week.

Species First RGCs born First optic fibers reach extraretinal targets References 

Zebrafish 
 

Hpf 28  Hpf 44  Burrill and Easter, 1994 
Schmitt and Dowling, 1994, 1996 and 1999 

Medaka Stg 26 Stg 32 Iwamatsu, 1994 
Yoda et al., 2004 

African cichlidae fish Before Dpf 4  Dpf 5 Presson and Fernald, 1986 
Hagedorn and Fernald, 1992 

Brown trout 11 mm  11 mm 
 

Mansour-Robaey and Pinganaud, 1996 
Candal et al., 2005 

Grass frog Hpf 24  Glücksmann, 1940 

Clawed frog 
 

Stg 32 Stg 35 Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1967 
Jenkins and Straznicky, 1986 

Turtle 
 

E16 E29 Hidalgo-Sánchez et al., 2006 
Francisco-Morcillo et al., 2006 

Chick 
 

E2 E9 Dreher and Robinson, 1988 
Prada et al., 1991 

Quail  E7 Senut and Alvarado-Mallart, 1986 

Wallaby 
 

 P85 Braekevelt et al., 1986 
Beazley et al, 1988 

Cat 
 

E19 
 

E48 Walsh et al., 1983 
Williams et al., 1986 

Ferret 
 

E22 E28 Linden et al., 1981 
Cucchiaro and Guillery, 1984 
Reese et al., 1994 and 1996 

Rabbit 
 

E16 E21 Dreher and Robinson, 1988 
Crabtree, 1989 and 1990 

Mouse E10 E16 Godement et al., 1984 
Cepko et al., 1996 

Rat 
 

E14 E16 Horsburgh and Sefton, 1987  
Dreher and Robinson, 1988  
Galli-Resta et al., 1996  

Hamster E10  Sengelaub et al., 1986 

Guinea pig E24  Langford and Sefton, 1992 

Human 
 

Before week 8   Provis et al., 1985a  
Sturrock, 1987 
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Fig. 3. Developmental course of cell death in the embryonic chick

retina. Dying cells were identified by TUNEL (white spots) in retinal
sections of the indicated embryonic age (E). The retinal layers (GCL,
ganglion cell layer; INL, inner nuclear layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer) are
formed sequentially as development proceeds. The asterisk indicates the
exit point of the optic nerve. Additional retinal features labeled include:
NE, neuroepithelium; LE, lens; ON, optic nerve). Bar represents 400 μm
in (A–C) and 200 μm in (D–L). Reproduced from Chavarría et al., 2007 with
permission. © 2007 Wiley Periodicals Inc.
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affecting retinal ganglion cells (RGCs). In mouse (Péquignot et al.,
2003), a similar comparison renders 2% of dying cells at E10.5
whereas at P2, 3.5% of cells in the ganglion cell layer (GCL) undergo
PCD during the neurotrophic cell death phase. The available data
cannot be extrapolated to determine the cumulative numbers of cells
eliminated during morphogenic cell death, which characteristically
seems to involve a high density of dying cells in defined, narrow
spatiotemporal coordinates (Fig. 2A).

Early neural cell death affecting retinal ganglion cell
generation

RGCs are the first differentiated cell type generated during retinal
development and RGC neurogenesis seems to start in the late period
of eye morphogenesis or immediately afterwards (Table 3). RGC
progenitors leave the cell cycle following a central-to-peripheral
gradient, at least in the best characterized species (Prada et al.,
1991). A number of studies have described a phase of PCD that
follows the closure of the optic fissure, concomitant with the initiation
of differentiation in the retina (Table 4). However, this phase is not
always recognized as an independent death event and adequately
characterized as such.

A few studies over an extended period of retinal developmental
have identified this early phase as an independent developmental
PCD event and enabling the relative magnitude to be compared. In
various fishes, it is not always easy to isolate the peaks of morpho-
genetic and early neural cell death, probably due to the accelerated
initial development when compared to higher vertebrates (Candal et
al., 2005; Iijima and Yokohama, 2007). In chick (Martín-Partido et al.,
1988), the numbers reported are very similar for the morphogenetic
and early neural phases (1515 vs. 1680 pyknotic fragments, respec-
tively). In the mouse, it is again impossible to isolate these peaks of
cell death (Péquignot et al., 2003).

The situation is more clearly defined for later neurotrophic cell
death. In the chick (Chavarría et al., 2007), apoptotic cells are tightly
present in the central retina at E3-5 (Figs. 3, A-C, and 4A). After a
period of little PCD (E6-8, Figs. 3, D and E, and 4A), cell death
resurges again and sequentially affects the ganglion cell layer (GCL,
peak at E9, Figs. 3, E-H, and 4B), the inner nuclear layer (INL; peak
at E11, Figs. 3, F-K, and 4B), and to a small extent the outer nuclear
layer (ONL). The density of apoptotic cells during the early peak of
PCD, concomitant with RGC generation, is more than 20-fold higher
than in the peak of neurotrophic cell death affecting the GCL. In the
mouse, the early phase of neural cell death (difficult to identify as
mentioned above) appears to be moderate, with 0.5% of the cells in
the neuroblast layer undergoing apoptosis at E12.5 (Péquignot et al.,
2003). Later, and also in the central retina, the peak of PCD at P2
reaches 3.5% of cells in the GCL. In the cat (Williams et al., 1986),
0.23% of the cells are dying at E28 in the forming GCL in comparison
with 0.4% of RGCs with axons that undergo apoptosis at E44-48.
Although the peak of early neural cell death is difficult to define in the
brown trout (Candal et al., 2005), the incidence of cell death in the
corresponding stages (12-13 mm) is identical to the later PCD in the
GCL (17 mm; 50 apoptotic cells /mm2). These numbers essentially
indicate that the relative magnitude of early neural cell death is
comparable with that of the subsequent neurotrophic cell death. The
differences observed between species may correlate with the differ-
ence in the timing of neurogenesis and the cell composition of the
respective retinas.

Interestingly, the phase of early neural cell death is clearly
simultaneous with the generation of RGCs, but not with the genera-
tion of later neuronal phenotypes (Prada et al., 1991; Cepko et al.,
1996; Péquignot et al., 2003; Chavarría et al., 2007). This may
indicate that RGCs are more selectively prone to die during their
generation. Alternatively, PCD associated with the generation of
other neuronal cell types may be masked by later, overlapping
phases of neurotrophic cell death. While the latter alternative de-
serves further study using combined labeling (ie: with markers to
determine the time of cell cycle exit together with specific neuronal
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markers), the former has been demonstrated by in vivo interference
studies. In ovo exposition of chick embryos to caspase inhibitors at
HH17 decreases apoptosis and doubles the number of RGC (Figs.
5 and 6; Mayordomo et al., 2003). Conversely, treatment between E2
and E6 with antibodies that block the insulin receptor increases
apoptosis and halves the number of RGCs (Figs. 7 and 8), reflecting
the survival signals mediated by this receptor in early development
(Hernández-Sánchez et al., 2006). Furthermore, overexpression of
the proapototic molecule Bax in neurulating chick embryos results in
a moderate reduction in the number of RGCs at E9 (10-20%, Sato et
al., 2006). Similarly, genetic deletion of Dlx1/Dlx2 in the mouse
increases apoptosis at E13.5 and E16.5, as well as decreases RGC
number by 34% (De Melo et al., 2005). Thus, the generation of RGCs

is a process that is undoubtedly subject to PCD.
These different approaches also provide cumulative quantifica-

tion and thus, at least, 50% of the ganglion cells generated are
selected by PCD shortly alter birth, a magnitude equivalent to that of
neurotrophic cell death of RGCs. Certainly, early neural cell death
deserves further studies to assess its selectivity for RGCs and to
determine how widespread this process is, especially in those
species where peaks of PCD are not easily identified, and more
importantly, as well as to characterize its function.

Neurotrophic cell death of retinal ganglion cells

RGCs are a paradigm of neurotrophic support/death. A com-

Species Developmental stage range & (peak) Process, distribution & magnitude  References 

Zebrafish Dpf 2-5 (Dpf 3) 
 
Dpf 5-9 (Dpf 7) 
 

Extraretinal synaptogenesis. 
1.09% of dying cells in the GCL. 
Intraretinal synaptogenesis and initial visual activity. 0.22% of 
dying cells in the GCL. 

Biehlmaier et al., 2001 

African cichlid fish  Dpf 4-6 (Dpf 5) Extraretinal synaptogenesis. 
20 apoptotic cells/mm2. 

Hoke and Fernald, 1998 
 

Brown trout 15-24 mm (17 mm) Intraretinal synaptogenesis and initial visual activity. 50 apoptotic 
cells/mm2. 

Candal et al., 2005 

Clawed frog  Stg 53 and 
metamorphosis 
 

Extraretinal synaptogenesis. 
Loss of 20% of generated RGC. Metamorphosis. 40-70% of 
RGCs born at Stg 32-49. 

Gaze and Grant, 1992 

Turtle 
 

E23-64 (E31-34) 
 

Extraretinal synaptogenesis. 
120 apoptotic cells/mm2 at E31. Loss of 40% of RGCs generated.  

Francisco-Morcillo et al., 2004 
Hidalgo-Sánchez et al., 2006 

Chick E8-11 (E9) 
E7-18 (E13) 
 

Extraretinal synaptogenesis. 
539 apoptotic/mm2 in the GCL at E9. Loss of 40% of RGCs 
generated. 

Rager and Rager, 1979 
Cook et al., 1998 
Chavarría et al., 2007 
 

Quail  E8-13 (E9-11) 
 

Extraretinal synaptogenesis. 
500 apototic cells/mm2 in the GCL at E10. 

Marín-Teva et al., 1999 
 

Wallaby 
 

P30-100 (P50) 
 
 

Extraretinal synaptogenesis. 
1% of dying cells in the GCL at P50. Loss of 30% of RGCs 
generated. 

Dunlop and Beazley, 1987 

Cat E39-53 (E44) 
 
 
 
 
P12-84 (P12-36) 

Extraretinal synaptogenesis. 3-10% of dying cells in the centro-
temporal retina at E40. 0.44% of dying cells in the GCL at E44-
E48.  
Intraretinal synaptogenesis and initial visual activity. 0.22% dying 
cells in the GCL.  
All processes account for the loss of 76 % of the RGCs generated.  

Williams et al., 1986 
Wong and Hughes, 1987 
 

Ferret 
 

P0 to P8 
 

Extraretinal synaptogenesis. 5 TUNEL+ cells/mm2in the GCL. Henderson et al., 1988 
Cusato et al., 2001 

Rabbit E23-P42 
 

Loss of 62% of the RGCs generated.  Robinson et al., 1987 
 

Mouse  E18.5 to P12 (P2) 
 
P13-21 (P15) 
 
 

Extraretinal synaptogenesis. 3.5-8.6% of dying cells in the GCL. 
1% of dying RGCs. 
Intraretinal synaptogenesis and initial visual activity. 2.3 % of 
cells dying in the GCL.  
All processes account for the loss of 60 % of the RGCs generated. . 

Young, 1984 
Williams et al., 1990  
Bonfanti et al., 1996  
Péquignot et al., 2003 
Pollock et al., 2003 
 
 

Rat P0-14 (P4) 
 
 
P7-14 
 

Extraretinal synaptogenesis. Loss of 35-90% of the RGCs 
generated. 
Intraretinal synaptogenesis and initial visual activity. 50% of the 
RGCs generated die from P0 to P14. 

Potts et al., 1982 
Perry, 1983  
Horsburgh and Sefton, 1987 Galli-Resta and Ensini 1996  

Hamster P0-10 Extraretinal synaptogenesis. Loss of 25-50% of the RGCs 
generated.  

Sengelaub and Finaly, 1982 
Sengelaub et al., 1986 

Guinea Pig E30-45 (E36) Extraretinal synaptogenesis. 2.2% dying cells in the GCL at E36. 
Loss of 37% of the RGCs generated.  

Langford and Sefton, 1992 
 

Rhesus monkey  Extraretinal synaptogenesis. Loss of 50% of the RGCs 
generated. 

Radick and Riley, 1983 
 

Human 
 

Week12-30  
(week 16-21) 
 

Extraretinal synaptogenesis. Loss of 70% of the RGCs 
generated.  

Provis et al., 1985b  
Provis and Van Driel, 1985 
Provis, 1987 
Sturrock, 1987 

TABLE 5

NEUROTROPHIC CELL DEATH IN THE GANGLION CELL LAYER

Developmental age referred to as: Dpf, days postfertilization; E, day of embryonic development; mm, length of the embryo; P, postnatal day; Stg and HH, developmental stages (Clawed frog,
Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1967; Chick, Hamburger and Hamilton, 1951); week, gestational week. Abbreviations: GCL, Ganglion Cell Layer; RGC, Retinal Ganglion Cell.
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parative analysis of several species (Table 5) shows that RGCs are
affected by two consecutive, partially overlapping events during
the second half of retinal development. The first follows the
postulate of the neurotrophic theory: the axons of the RGCs form
the optic nerve and, at their main target tissue (the optic tectum for
non-mammalian vertebrates and the lateral geniculate nucleus for
mammals), they compete for limiting amounts of BDNF, their best
defined neurotrophic factor (Cohen-Cory and Lom, 2004). In
addition, later RGC death has been reported in several species that
seems to coincide with both, eye opening and a peak of cell death
in the ONL (Table 5). Both events occur after RGC generation is

Fig. 4. Magnitude of cell death throughout embryonic chick retinal

development. Density of cell death, expressed as TUNEL-positive nuclei
per mm2, was quantified in the four most central fields of four sections
per retina, such as those shown in Fig. 3. At early stages (E4–E6), the
whole neuroepithelium (NE) was scored. The relative densities in the
developing retinal layers were considered independently as early as the
different layers were identifiable (GCL, ganglion cell layer; INL, inner
nuclear layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer). (B) corresponds to the inset in–
(A) with an expanded scale for better visualization of layer specific cell
death. Values represent the mean ±  SD of four independent retinas at
each age. Reproduced from Chavarría et al., 2007 with permission. ©
2007 Wiley Periodicals Inc.

Developmental age referred to as: Dpf, days postfertilization; E, day of embryonic development; P, postnatal day. Abbreviations: AC, Amacrine Cells; BC, Bipolar Cells; INL: Inner Nuclear Layer;
MC, Müller glial cells; ONL, outer nuclear layer; PhR, photoreceptor.

completed and thus, the cumulative number of RGCs affected can
be easily calculated by comparing the number of axons in the optic
nerve before and after this phase of PCD. The loss of RGCs during
this period is species-dependent and ranges from 30 to 75% (Table
5), emphasizing the importance of this physiological process for
establishing the connectivity of the nervous system. Since early
neural cell death affecting recently born RGCs seems to be of a
similar magnitude, the functional relevance in retinal development
may be similar and it certainly deserves more attention.

Late neuronal cell death in other retinal layers

Most neuronal cell types in the retina are affected by PCD after
the neurotrophic peak in the GCL (Figs. 3 and 4). Although an
exhaustive discussion of this PCD is beyond the scope of this
review, we have referred to these events in Table 6 to provide a
comprehensive overview of cell death during retinal development.

Regulation of retinal cell death

Genetically modified mice and in vivo manipulation of non-
mammalian vertebrates have confirmed the importance of neu-
ronal cell death in the postulate of the neurotrophic theory, includ-
ing that of the RGCs. This kind of approach usually provides

B

A

Species Developmental stage range & (peak) Process, distribution & magnitude  References 

Zebrafish Dpf 5-9 (Dpf 6) 
Dpf 6-27 (Dpf 7) 

0.2 of dying cells in the INL. 
1.1% of dying cells in ONL. 

Biehlmaier et al., 2001 

Chick E8-20 (E10-12 and E17-18) PCD affecting to postmitotic cells. 2229 apoptotic cells/mm2 in the INL. 35 apoptotic TrkA+-AC 
cells/mm2. Less than 1% of cells dying in the ONL. 

Cook et al., 1998 
Karlsson et al., 2001  
Turner et al., 2006 
Chavarria et al., 2007 

Quail E8 to P3 (E12) 3000 apoptotic cells/mm2 in the INL. Marin-Teva et al., 1999 

Cat E50 to P17 (E58 and P2) 
 
P20-30 (P25) 

AC. 72,000 apoptotic cells. 
Ectopic PhRs in the outer part of the INL. 6 TUNEL+ cells/mm2. 65,000 apoptotic cells. 
25 TUNEL+ PhR /mm2 in the ONL. 

Williams et al., 1986 
Wong and Hughes, 1987  
Robinson, 1988 
Maslin et al., 1997 

Ferret P3-42 (P22) 20 TUNEL+ cells/mm2 in the INL. Cusato et al., 2001 

Mouse P3-21 (P4, P7, P8-10 and P15) 
 
 

2.8% of dying cells in INL (60 TUNEL+ cells/mm2), 6.4% of dying BC or MC, 7.8% of dying AC, 3.3 % 
of dying rods, 0.6% dying cells in the ONL (15 TUNEL+ cells/mm2). 

Young, 1984  
Portera-Caulliau et al., 1994 
Mervin and Stone, 2002 
Péquignot et al., 2003 

Rat P1-30 (P4, P6-7, P10 and P15-22) 3-8% of dying cells in the INL die (30 TUNEL+ cells/mm2). 25 TUNEL+ cells/mm2 in the ONL. Vogel and Möller, 1980 
Spira et al., 1984 
Horsburg and Sefton, 1987 
Maslin et al., 1997  

Guinea pig E39-E45 1% of dying AC, 1.2 % of dying BC. Langford and Sefton, 1992 

TABLE 6

LATE NEURONAL CELL DEATH IN OTHER RETINAL LAYERS
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information regarding both the regulatory pathways involved and
the possible function. As discussed previously (de la Rosa and de
Pablo, 2000; Boya and de la Rosa, 2005), the models available
may also provide additional information beyond that considered at
present. However, most of the genetic approaches employed to
define the molecules that regulate PCD have analyzed the struc-
ture of the retina when development is finished. For instance, 3-
week-old caspase-3 null mutant mice show hyperplasia in all
retinal layers (Kuida et al., 1996). Although this approach provides
information on the final consequences of such genetic modifica-
tions, it does not reveal in which phase/s of cell death the molecule
is involved.

A few studies have clearly identified modifications in the number
of dying cells during the morphogenic cell phase as a result of
experimental interference (Table 7). Antisense RNA interference
with the serotonin receptor in the clawed frog (De Lucchini et al.,
2005) and KO mice for BMP7 (Morcillo et al., 2006) show distur-
bances in the closure of the optic fissure, establishing a functional
correlation between the molecules altered, PCD and this specific
morphogenetic process. Other studies have characterized later
consequences of the manipulation which deserve to be studied in
more detail to determine whether they are secondary conse-
quences of the modification of morphogenic cell death, or indepen-
dent processes in which the altered molecule is involved.

The manipulations that increase or decrease in the numbers of
dying cells during the early phase of neural cell death show
reciprocal effects on RGC number (Table 8). Some studies have
indicated that the normal phenotype is recuperated at later stages
(Pimentel et al., 2000) suggesting a coupling of the different cell
death phases to obtain the precise final numbers of RGCs. These
observations offer clear evidence that the process of early neural
cell death tightly controls the generation of RGCs in a precisely
regulated fashion. Conversely, in terms of functional relevance, no
clear suggestions on the role of this phase of cell death can be
extrapolated from the observations available.

Finally, the survival/death of most retinal neurons at later
developmental stages is regulated by multiple families of mol-
ecules that provide extrinsic and intrinsic signals (Tables 9 and 10),
an extensively studied field.

Concluding remarks

The data presented in this review intends to facilitate the
evaluation of several independent phases of cell death during
vertebrate retinal development, some of which are little character-
ized. These distinct phases have been tentatively called morpho-

genic cell death, early neural cell death and neurotrophic cell
death. Neither the magnitude nor the precise regulation of the
earlier phases when compared to the much better characterized
neurotrophic cell death justifies neglecting their study when trying
to obtain an integrated view of retinal development.

The most compelling issue is to understand the physiological
meaning of selecting recently born RGCs through PCD. As postu-
lated by the neurotrophic theory, the number of projecting neurons
is adjusted to the target field and their connections are refined by
a process of PCD. As suggested by some studies, number adjust-
ment may be a multi-step process, a mechanism that may provide
both greater flexibility and more precise regulation. Furthermore,
we speculate that projecting neurons such as RGCs may have
additional fitness and positional information requirements that are
achieved by processes related to early neural cell death (exten-
sively discussed in de la Rosa and de Pablo, 2000; Boya and de la

Fig. 5. Modulation of cell death and retinal ganglion cell generation

by the pancaspase inhibitor Boc-D. HH17 chick embryos were treated
in ovo for 6 (A–D) or 20 h (E–H) with the caspase inhibitor Boc-D-fmk
(B,D,F,H), or the corresponding control (0.1% DMSO; (A,C,E,G)). Whole-
mount retinas were double-stained for TUNEL to visualize dying cells
(green spots in all panels) and with anti-Islet 1/2 antibody to reveal retinal
ganglion cells (red nuclei in (C,D,G,H)); double-labeled cells at higher
magnification in the area indicated by the asterisk in (A,B,E,F)). Note that
TUNEL-positive and Islet-1/2-positive apoptotic bodies appear as yellow
spots. The final stage of the treated embryos was HH19 (A–D) or HH21
(E–H). Scale bar, 200 μm. Reproduced from Mayordomo et al., 2003 with
permission. © 2003 European Neuroscience Association.
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Fig. 6 (Left). Quantitative analysis of the effect of the pancaspase inhibitor Boc-D on cell death and retinal ganglion cell generation. HH17
chick embryos were treated in ovo for 6 (A,B) or 20 h (C,D) with the caspase inhibitor Boc-D-fmk, or the corresponding control (0.1% DMSO). TUNEL-
positive apoptotic bodies (A,C) and Islet 1/2-positive nuclei (B,D) were scored in whole-mount retinas such as those shown in Fig. 5. The total number
of positive cells are shown as the mean ±  SEM (n=8 for all experimental conditions). A, p<0.01, Boc-D vs. control. Reproduced from Mayordomo et
al., 2003 with permission. © 2003 European Neuroscience Association.

Fig. 7 (Right). Modulation of cell death and retinal ganglion cell generation by blocking insulin signaling. E2 chick embryos were treated in
ovo for 2 (A,B) or 4 days (C,D) with anti-insulin receptor Igs (B,D) or with the corresponding control Igs (A,C). The neuroretinas were processed in
whole-mount (A,B) or sections (C,D), and TUNEL (green in (A,B)) was used to characterize dying cells. Immunostaining for G4/Ng-CAM (red in (A,B)
or for Islet1/2 (green in (C,D)) was used to identify the retinal ganglion cells axons and nuclei, respectively. (A,B) Superimposed confocal microscope
images illustrate the distribution of the dead cells surrounding the optic nerve head and the retinal ganglion cell axons at E4, after 2-days of treatment.
Note the increase of TUNEL-positive nuclei in the retina treated with the blocking antibody against the insulin receptor. (C,D) Fields adjacent to the
optic nerve from retinal sections at E6 after 4-days of treatment. Note the reduced number of Islet1/2-positive cells in the retina treated with the
blocking antibody against the insulin receptor. Scale bar, 40 μm. Reproduced from Díaz et al., 2000 with permission. © 2000 The Company of Biologists.
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Molecule / experimental approach Cell death phenotype Retinal phenotype References 

GDF6 (BMP13) 
Treatment of clawed frog embryos (2-cell Stg) with antisense 
morpholinos. 

 
Apoptotic cells increase at Stg 27. 

 
ND during the morphogenic phase. 
Strong reduction of several types of mature neurons at 
Stg 41. 

 
Hanel and Hensey, 2006 

Serotonin 
Treatment of clawed frog embryos (2-cell stage) with 
antisense morpholinos to 5-HT2 receptor. 
Treatment of Stage 15-17 clawed frog embryos with 5-HT2 
receptor antagonist. 

 
Apoptotic cells increase at Stg 40. 
 
Apoptotic cells increase at Stgs 15, 28, 33. 
 

 
Alterations in the closure of optic fissure and reduction of 
the GCL at Stg 40-42. Microphtalmia. 

 
De Lucchinni et al., 2005 
 
 

Biotin 
In ovo treatment of HH14-17 chick embryos with biotin. 

 
Apoptotic cells decrease at HH17. 

 
Alterations in the morphogenesis of the eye. Increased 
thickness of the retina. 

 
Valenciano et al., 2002 

BMP4 
In ovo treatment of HH14 chick embryos with BMP4. 
In ovo treatment of HH14 chick embryos with noggin. 

 
Apoptotic cells increase at HH17. 
Apoptotic cells decrease at HH17. 

 
ND. 

 
Trousse et al., 2001 

BMP7 
KO mouse. 

 
Apoptotic cells decrease at E10.5. 

 
Alterations in the closure of optic fissure. 

 
Morcillo et al., 2006 

FasL 
Gld mouse (fasl KO mouse). 

  
Apoptotic cells decrease 50% in the NBL 
at E10.5. 

 
Cell number increases 150% in NBL at E10.5. 
No altered phenotype in adults. 

 
Péquignot et al., 2003 

Msx2 
Overexpressing transgenic mouse. 

 
Apoptotic cells increase at E9.5. 

 
Thinner neuroepithelium at E9.5 
Lack of RGCs at E14.5. 

 
Wu et al., 2003 

P75NTR 
KO mouse. 

 
42% decrease in apoptotic cells at E12. No 
reduction observed between E13 and P0. 

 
ND during the morphogenic phase 
No altered phenotype at P0, P5, P10 and P40. 

 
Harada et al., 2006 

Including those treatments that modify apoptotic cell numbers during the morphogenic phase (see Table 2). Developmental age referred to as: E, day of embryonic development; P, postnatal day;
Stg and HH, developmental Stgs (Clawed frog, Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1967; Chick, Hamburger and Hamilton, 1951). Abbreviations: GCL, ganglion cell layer; NBL, Neuroblastic Layer; ND, not
determined; RGCs, Retinal Ganglion Cells

TABLE 7

REGULATION OF MORPHOGENIC CELL DEATH IN RETINAL DEVELOPMENT

CA

DB
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Fig. 8. Quantitative analysis of the effect of blocking insulin signal-

ing on cell death and retinal ganglion cell generation. E2 chick
embryos were treated in ovo for 2 or 4 days with anti-insulin receptor Igs
(A,B) or the corresponding control Igs. The neuroretinas were dissoci-
ated to a single-cell suspension and stained with DAPI and with anti-
Islet1/2. (A) Relative incidence of apoptosis, after a 2-day exposure, in
either the total populations or the Islet1/2-positive subpopulation. (B)

Progressive reduction of the Islet1/2-positive subpopulation with the
duration of treatment. A minimum of 1000 DAPI-stained cells were
counted in at least three different retinal preparations per treatment. The
percentage of apoptotic cells among the Islet1/2-positive cells was
determined in the same preparations but scoring all the individual Islet1/
2-positive cells. Values in (A,B) represent the mean ±  s.d. *, P<0.005 for
each experimental pair, calculated by Student’s t-test. Reproduced from
Díaz et al., 2000 with permission. © 2000 The Company of Biologists.

BA

 

Molecule / experimental approach Cell death phenotype Retinal phenotype References 

Cdh4 (cadherin-4) 
Treatment of zebrafish embryos with antisense 
morpholinos. 

 
Apoptotic cells increase 3-fold at Hpf 36 and 50. 

 
Reduction of the GCL and optic fibers at Hpf 48. 
 

 
Babb et al., 2005 

Serotonin 
Treatment of clawed frog embryos (2-cell Stg) with 
antisense morpholinos to 5-HT2 receptor. 
Treatment of Stg 15-17 clawed frog embryos with 5-HT2 
receptor antagonist. 

 
Apoptotic cells increase at Stg 40. 
 
Apoptotic cells increase at Stgs 15, 28, 33. 

 
Alterations in the closure of optic fissure and reduction 
of the GCL at Stg 40-42. Microphtalmia. 

 
De Lucchinni et al., 2005 
 
 

Bax  
Overexpression in chick embryos by retroviral infection 
at HH9. 

 
Apoptotic cells increase in the GCL at E3 and 
E6. 

 
RGC number decreases 10-20% at E9. 

 
Sato et al., 2006  
 

Caspases 
In ovo treatment of HH17 chick embryos with caspase 
inhibitors. 

 
Apoptotic cells decrease 50% at HH19. 

 
RGC number increases 50% at HH20. 

 
Mayordomo et al., 2003 

Growth hormone 
In ovo treatment of E2 chick embryos with blocking 
antibodies against GH. 

 
Apoptotic cells increase at E6. 
 

 
ND. 

 
Sanders et al., 2005 

Insulin 
In ovo treatment of E2 chick embryos with blocking 
antibodies against insulin and insulin receptor. 

 
Apoptotic cells increase 60% at E4. RGC 
apoptotic cells increase 250% at E4. 

 
RGC number decreases 50% at E6. 
 

 
Díaz et al., 2000 
 

Integrins 
Injection of dominant-negative β1 integrin into the 
anterior neural tube of HH11 chick embryos. 
In ovo treatment from E2 to E5 with α4 β1 intregrin 
antagonist. 

 
Apoptotic cells increase 5-fold at E6.5. 
 
Apoptotic cells increase 3-fold at E6. 

 
RGC number decreases 50% at E6. Reduced 
thickness of the retina.  

 
Leu et al.,2004 
 
 
 

Raf 
Overexpression in chick embryos by retroviral infection 
of C-Raf at E4.5 of dominant-negative Raf C4. 

 
Apoptotic cells reduced at E6.5 and E7.5. 
 

 
RGC number decreases at E7.5. 

 
Pimentel et al., 2000 

Apaf-1 
KO mouse. 

 
Not determined in the retina. Reduced apoptosis 
in the nervous system. 

 
Increased thickness of the retina at E12.5 and E14.5. 

 
Cecconi et al., 1998 

Dlx1/Dlx2 
KO mouse. 

 
Apoptotic cells increase 3-fold at E13.5, 66% at 
E16.5. No modification at E18.5. 
Dying cells are RGC. 

 
No retinal phenotype at E13.5 and E16.5. RGC number 
decreases 34% at E18.5. Optic fibres decrease 23% at 
P0. 

 
De Melo et al., 2005 

Phosphatidylserine Receptor 
KO mouse. 

 
Apoptotic cells increase 6-fold at E17.5. 

 
ND. 

 
Li et al., 2003 

Sortilin1 
KO mouse. 

 
Apoptotic cells decrease 63% at E15.5. 

 
ND. 

 
Jansen et al., 2007 

Tlx  
KO mouse. 

 
Apoptotic cells increase 4 fold from E16.5 to 
E18.5. 

 
No retinal phenotype during embryonic period. GCL 
increases thickness 1.3-fold at P0. 

 
Miyawaki et al., 2004 

TABLE 8

REGULATION OF EARLY NEURAL CELL DEATH IN RETINAL DEVELOPMENT

Including those treatments which modify apoptotic cell number during the early neural phase (see Table 4). Developmental age referred to as: Hpf, hours postfertilization; E, day of embryonic
development; Stg and HH, developmental Stgs (Clawed frog, Nieuwkoop and Faber, 1967; Chick, Hamburger and Hamilton, 1951). Abbreviations: GCL, Ganglion Cell Layer; ND, not determined;
RGC, Retinal Ganglion Cell.
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Molecule / experimental approach Cell death phenotype Cellular phenotype References 

TrkB 
Overexpression in chick embryos by retroviral 
infection of trunckated TrkB at E2.5. 
 
KO mouse. 
 
Treatment of newborn rats (P0-7) with 
antisense oligonucleotides.  

 
Increased apoptosis at E10-14. 
 

 
Cells in the INL increase 23% (likely AC). PhR number 
decreases 41% al E15. 
 
Slight reduction of AC and lack of OFF-cone BC. Delayed 
PhR morphological differentiation. 
Parvalvumin-expressing AC at P10-15 decrease 56%. 
 

 
Rickman and Rickman, 1996 
Rohrer et al., 1999 
Turner et al., 2006 
 
 

Bax 
KO mouse. 
 
 
Overexpressing transgenic mouse (rod-opsin 
promoter). 

 
Apoptotic cells decrease 83% in the INL at P7 and 
P9, and 72% in the ONL at P15. 
 
Apoptotic PhR increase in the ONL at P11. 

 
Cells in INL increase 50%. Cells in the ONL increase 75% 
in adults. 
 
Reduced thickness of the ONL at P11. PhR number 
decreases 9-fold at P30. 

 
Mosinger- Ogilvie et al., 1998 
Eversole-Cire et al., 2002 
Péquignot et al., 2003 

Bax & Bak 

Double KO mouse. 
 

 
Apoptotic cells decrease in the INL at P7 and P9. 

 
Cells in the INL increase 50% in adults. Ectopic rods in the 
INL. 

 
Hahn et al., 2003 

Bcl-2 
Overexpressing transgenic mouse (NSE 
promoter). 

 
Decreased apoptosis. 
 

 
Cells in the INL increase in adults: BC, 50%; AC, 10-fold; 
HC, 19%. 

 
Strettoi and Volpini, 2002 

Bhlbh4 
KO mouse. 

 
Caspase-3+ cells increase from P8 (45%) to P10 
(32%). 

 
Thickness of the INL decreases 21% in adults. Rod BC 
number decreases 64% at P8 and 92% at P12. 

 
Bramblett et al., 2004 

BMPr1b 
KO mouse. 

 
Apoptotic cells increase in the INL at P7. 

 
BC number decreases. 

 
Li et al., 2003 

FasL 
Gld (fasl KO mouse). 

 
Apoptotic cells decrease 60% in the ONL at P15. 

 
No altered phenotype in adult. 

 
Péquignot et al., 2003 

IRS-2 
KO mouse. 

 
Apoptotic cells increase 200% at P7, 60% at P14, 
normal values at P21. Caspase-3 activity increased 
in 9 week-old mice. 

 
PhR numbers decrease 10% at P7, 50% at P14, 50% in 
adult mice. 

 
Yi et al., 2005 

Rb 
KO mouse. 
 
 
KO mouse (lox-nestin promoter X cre-pax6 
promoter; deletion starts at E10). 

 
Apoptotic cells increase in the INL/ONL at P3. 
 
 
Apoptotic cells increase in the INL and the ONL at 
P12. 
 

 
INL disorganization and ectopic cells in OPL in adults. PhR 
numbers decrease 50% in 3 week-old, 4 month-old and 
adult mice. 
Slight reduction of AC and lack of BC at P12. Loss of 
lamination in the INL and decrease of PhR number in 3 
week-old mice. 

 
McPherson et al., 2004 
 

Tlx  
KO mouse. 

 
Apoptotic cells increase 3 fold in the INL at P7 and 
P9. No modification in the number of apoptotic cells 
at P14. 

 
1.3-fold increase in the thickness of the INL at P7. 
Decrease in thickness of the INL at P14 and in thickness 
of all retinal layer at P28. 

 
Miyawaki et al., 2004 

TABLE 10

REGULATION OF NEUROTROPHIC CELL DEATH IN THE INNER AND OUTER NUCLEAR LAYERS

Included those treatments which modify apoptotic cell number during the neurotrophic phase (see Table 6). Developmental age referred to as: E, day of embryonic development; P, postnatal day.
Abbreviations: AC, amacrine cells; BC, bipolar cells; INL: inner nuclear layer; ONL, outer nuclear layer; PhR, photoreceptor.

Included those treatments which modify apoptotic cell number during the neurotrophic phase (see Table 5). Developmental age referred to as: E, day of embryonic development; P, postnatal day.
Abbreviations: GCL, ganglion cell layer; RGC, retinal ganglion cell; ND, not determined.

 

Molecule / experimental approach Cell death phenotype Retinal phenotype References 

Bax 
KO mouse. 
 

 
Apoptotic cells decrease 98% at P2 and P7 and 
94% at P15. 

 
GCL thicker from P2. Cells in the GCL and optic fibers increase 
50%. RGC axons increase 226 % in adults. 

 
Mosinger Ogilvie et al., 1998 
Péquignot et al., 2003 

Bcl-2 
Overexpressing transgenic mouse (NSE 
promoter) 

 
Apoptotic cells decrease 90% at P2.  

 
No modification in the number of RGCs between P2 and 
adulthood. RGCs increase 50% in adults. 

 
Bonfanti et al., 1996 
Strettoi and Volpini, 2002  

BDNF 
BDNF-/- NT4-/- KO mouse.  
BDNF-/+ NT4+/+ KO mouse.

 
Apoptotic RGCs increase 1.7 fold at P2. 
Apoptotic RGCs increase 1.4 fold at P2. 

 
Delayed retinal development. 
 

 
Pollock et al., 2003 
Harada et al., 2006 

FasL 
Gld (fasl KO mouse). 

 
Apoptotic cells decrease 72% in the GCL at P2, 
and 81% at P15. 

 
No altered phenotype in adult. 

 
Péquignot et al., 2003 
 

Rb 
KO mouse.
 
KO mouse (lox-nestin promoter X cre-pax6 
promoter; deletion starts at E10). 

 
Caspase-3 activity increase 90% in the GCL at 
E18.5. 
Caspase-3 activity increase 90% in the GCL at 
E18.5. 

 
Ectopic proliferating cells in the GCL at E18.5. 
 
RGCs decrease 90% in 3 week- old mice. 

 
McPherson et al., 2004 

Tlx  
KO mouse. 

 
Apoptotic cells increase 4-fold from E18.5 to P3, 
and 2-fold at P7. No modification in the number of 
apoptotic cells from P9 to P14. 

 
1.3-fold increase in the thickness of the GCL at P0. 
Decrease in thickness of the GCL at P14 and in thickness of all 
retinal layer at P28. 

 
Miyawaki et al., 2004 

TrkB 
KO mouse. 

 
Apoptotic RGCs increase 2-fold at P2 and P6. 

 
No modification in the number of RGC axons in adult mice. 

 
Pollock et al., 2003 

TABLE 9

REGULATION OF NEUROTROPHIC CELL DEATH IN THE GANGLION CELL LAYER
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Rosa, 2005). We encourage more detailed studies of retinal
development to address the more complex involvement of cell
death in retinal development as probably also occurs in the central
nervous system as a whole.
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